You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for ZANUSSI TL552C. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the ZANUSSI TL552C in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
User manual ZANUSSI TL552C
User guide ZANUSSI TL552C
Operating instructions ZANUSSI TL552C
Instructions for use ZANUSSI TL552C
Instruction manual ZANUSSI TL552C
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Manual abstract:
°C 90 90 60 40 White and coloured + White White 5 kg Short programme 4 rinsings Spinning () () Spinning Products Max. load End of prog. SYNTHETICS
AND MIXED Prog. Temp. @@@@The timer knob stops on the position "I". The wash programmes for cotton and linen automatically end by a spinning
phase. The wash programmes for synthetics end by a rinse hold to avoid the creasing of the laundry if it is not taken away from the drum just after the wash.
You can end these programmes with a short spinning (programme R) or with a draining (programme S). Be careful : The lid can only be opened 1 to 2
minutes after the machine has stopped. After each wash : · press out the on/off pushbutton ; the control lamp lights off.
· press out the pushbuttons if necessary. · unplug the machine from the wall socket. @@@@@@@@If the water is soft, decrease the quantity. If the water is
hard or if the laundry is very soiled or stained, increase the detergent quantity a little. For information regarding the degree of hardness in your area, enquire
with your local authorities.
Bleach You may use a bleach agent in all the washing programmes. However, make sure that the fabric withstands the treatment. Bleach is automatically
washed down into the drum. Pour 1/4 to 1 glass of 12° chl bleach into compartment "c " before switching the machine on. Make sure that the level of the
liquid never exceeds the max level.
Softener Compartment allows automatic addition to the last rinse of a liquid softener. Follow the quantities recommended on the bottle. Make sure that the
level of the liquid never exceeds the max level. Cleaning the detergent dispenser Your washing machine is equipped with a detergent dispenser located under
the lid ; it is removable in order to make its cleaning easier. @@@@@@@@@@@@and with E.E.C. @@@@@@1. Unpack the appliance. Tilt the
appliance backwards.
Give to one of the back corners a quarter turn. The appliance comes free naturally out the polystyrene basis. Take away this basis (fig.1). 2. @@Close the lid
(fig.2). 3. @@4. @@4).
Fig 2 Water connection · The end of the water inlet hose must be connected to a cold water tap having 3/4" gas thread spout or to a water tap having a quickcoupling connector after having introduced in the hose ring nut a rubber sealing washer also provided with the machine. · The curved end of the outlet hose
should be inserted into a drain pipe not less than 70 cm and not more than 1,0 m from floor level. Make sure that the drain hose is always safely secured so
that it will not become loose or fall down from its position. @@@@@@@@Accurate levelling reduces vibrations, noises and displacement of the washing
machine during operation. After levelling, block the adjustable feet by tightening the collars manually or with a screwdriver.
Clean regularly the filter located at the front bottom behind a small flapdoor. If you wash laundry with a lot of fluffs, clean it at each wash. Pull down the
drain hose above a receptacle put on the floor in order to empty completely the washing machine, then : Be careful : when the machine is installed on
carpeted floor, ensure that the carpet do not obstruct the openings, located at the base of the machine, which are provided for ventilation. Fig. 1 Fig.
2 Fig. @@@@1 & 2). Place a container underneath to catch any spillage. @@3). - turn the filter anticlockwise and clean it thoroughly with running water. refit the filter in the guides and turn it clockwise. - refit the little hose and the yellow cap, then close the flapdoor. Subject to technical alterations. .
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